Preparatory School

Grade 1 - 7
Book a tour to view the school. Group bookings welcome.
email Tracey du Toit: info@somersethouse.co.za
ACADEMICS
Somerset House is an Independent School which makes its own decisions
regarding curriculum and learning, while taking cognisance of national and
international trends in education. The school is also aware of the
requirements of quality assurance bodies like UMALUSI and IQAA, and
always seeks to deliver good quality education through sound educational
practice. Preparing children for a future which is changing, demands that we
focus on teaching children 'how to learn' rather than just 'what to learn'.
Skills acquisition is thus very important while content provides context.
Somerset House engages in a process of bench-marking to ensure that
standards are understood and maintained. This in turn informs decisions
regarding curriculum and staff development.
• Somerset House places emphasis on language skills. This is vital as sound
progress in all subject areas is dependent on strong language and
communication skills.
• Mathematics is a core learning area and emphasis is placed on developing
a solid foundation for understanding maths.
• Children are encouraged to work collaboratively using the TASC structure
in the Junior Prep Phase. We use a three-step learning process –
concrete, pictorial and abstract. Children are encouraged to both
question, think critically and problem-solve.
• Natural Science is taught through a uniquely modified curriculum based
on international standards, due to its importance as a choice subject in
High School.
• There is also a strong Social Science offering which is integrated with
media, information technology and knowledge management as part of
the learning experience.

SPORT
FOR BOYS
Cricket
Swimming
Tennis
Rugby
Hockey
Athletics
Cross Country

FOR GIRLS
Cricket
Swimming
Tennis
Netball
Hockey
Athletics
Cross Country

Focus on VALUES,

RELATIONSHIPS and
SKILLS-BASED
LEARNING

INFORMATION
24 children in a class, 2 English classes per grade.
Afrikaans and isiXhosa taught as subjects
School starts at 08h00
Grade 1 and 2 finish at 13h40, Grade 3 finish at 14h00
Grade 4-7 finish at 14h30
4 School Terms: Closed during School Holidays

Preserving tradition,
honouring values,
embracing progress ... More than a school ~ a way of life

CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
Each class enjoys weekly Music, Drama and Art classes
presented by specialist teachers. These lessons are
included in the school fees.
Private Music lessons in a variety of instruments are
also available. Other Music offerings include choir,
ensembles, marimba bands etc.

NUTRITION
The Catering Department at Somerset House provides the children and Staff of the school with a morning snack of
sandwiches and iced tea, as well as a cooked lunch. We provide a healthy, balanced meal with options to choose from. There
is always a protein, starch, vegetables or salads as well as yoghurt or fruit. Bread and spreads are also available at snack
times, at lunch, as well as after school. This is all included in the school fees.

EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT
Our Mission Statement recognises differences
in children's individuality and potential. This
results in a small but important number of
children who either find the school
environment challenging or need to be
extended and enriched. The Learning Support
Centre enables children's individual needs to
be addressed so that they are able to achieve
their potential.
The Learning Support team works closely with
the teachers to help support and guide each
OUTDOOR EDUCATION
child in their learning. Teachers or therapists
could recommend therapy based on a variety The key life skills of teamwork, communication, decision making, taking
responsibility, trust and fun are all developed at Somerset House in our
of factors.
Outdoor Education Programme. The cost of the Outdoor Education
Programme
is included in the annual school fees. The level of “selfCurrently the following services are provided:
sufficiency” and the number of nights away increase with each Grade and
a wide variety of experiences will have been enjoyed by the time Grade 7 is
• Speech and Language Therapy
reached.
Some of our camps link with the curriculum and we use our
• Occupational Therapy
• Where it is deemed necessary, children venues as bases from which to explore the local area.
may be referred to play therapists,
PROJECT-BASED LEARNING
counsellors or psychologists practising in
Work on authentic learning tasks provides the context for learning. The
the community.
use of devices is an integral part of this approach. Project-Based
Somerset House is special to Learning teaches students 21st century skills as well as content. These
skills include: collaboration, group participation and leadership skills;
me because it makes me feel critical
thinking and questioning skills; communication and presentation
like nothing is impossible.
skills; organisation and time management skills; research and enquiry
skills; self-assessment and reflection skills ; productivity and
(Grade 2 pupil)
accountability.

Every day is different because
our school is unique
and we celebrate our
differences.
(Grade 7 pupil)

Pupils typically work together toward a common goal. Performance is
assessed on an individual or group basis, and takes into account the
quality of the product, depth of content understanding demonstrated,
and the contributions made to the on-going process. Assessment is
varied and includes orals, digital presentations and Web 2.0 tools.

